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Madden | About Madden

Our Purpose
Collective Impact
The work we do is about more than “heads in beds”—bringing
visitors to destinations means a better life for the people that
live, work, and play there. Madden’s mission is to connect
people to communities by sparking imagination and
nurturing curiosity to ultimately improve economies and lead
to a vision of a better world.
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Targeting:
Intent-Based Audiences
Targeting consumers by demographics reinforces societal
biases and misses many people who would be interested
in visiting your destination. Madden uses intent-based
audiences to reach travelers not only because it is more
inclusive, but because it’s more eﬀective.

Focusing on WHY people travel rather than WHO they are
cuts across gender, race, and age to reach more people.
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Foundational Digital Tactics

Search Engine Marketing

Display Advertising

Social Media

Paid search ensures a greater
share of relevant and interested
consumers choose your website
over a competitor’s when they are
actively searching for destinations
like yours. SEM is the foundation
for any strong marketing strategy.

Display Ads on Google appear on
web pages along the top, the side,
or the bottom in an eﬀort to catch
visitors’ eyes and encourage them to
click to your website. We use
prospecting and remarketing tactics
to guide qualiﬁed audiences along
their Traveler’s Journey.

Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and
other social media platforms provide
the opportunity to reach highlytargeted audiences. Madden has
Managed Partner Support through
Facebook, giving our clients access
to exclusive products, expedited
service, and valuable resources.

Madden is a Google Premier Partner, a designation only awarded to the top
3% of companies. This allows us to provide our clients with the latest opportunities.

FY 23 Media Strategy
Media Budget
Allocation
Co-Op
SEM

14%
Prospecting

12%
Remarketing

12%
Video

17%
Click To Site

20%
Remarketing

15%

Video
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The Winning Strategy
The Traveler Journey
Well-rounded media plans take the user from
inspiration to advocacy. The winning strategy touches
on each of these phases to drive traﬃc no matter what
stage of trip planning users are in.
Awareness & Inspiration
● Google SEM and Display Prospecting gets users
excited about your destination after an initial search
on google for targeted terms and those within target
markets.
● Meta Prospecting & Video to continue inspire users
who show an intent to travel and visit your
destination.

Trip Planning Consideration
To capture users’ attention, Google SEM continues to
drive awareness through the entire traveler’s journey.
Once users shows intent to travel and plan a trip
Google Remarketing Display and Meta Remarketing
take the wheel and serve ads on either platform with
tailored messaging to make the decision and plan a trip
to your destination.
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Pricing
SOLUTION

DELIVERABLE

Meta Prospecting (FB)

8.5K+ Clicks

$8,246.03

Meta Remarketing (FB)

7.8K+ Clicks

$9,620.64

Meta Video (FB)

51K+ Video Views

$8,466.29

Google Display Remarketing

2M+ Impressions

$8,449.22

Google Display Prospecting

1.5M+ Impressions

$8,246.22

Youtube Trueview

6.3K+ Views

$6,969.79

TOTAL COST
*Two seasonal videos will be produced for Youtube and Facebook, by Madden Media using
existing client image assets with a pre-loaded music track. The Warrensburg and MDT logo will
be included in the last frame for grant requirements. .

PLATFORM PRICE

$50,000

Questions? Reach out!
Julia Grignon

Destination Strategy Director

| jgrignon@maddenmedia.com | 520.232.2615

Madden is a full-service destination marketing agency on a mission to
spark imagination, nurture curiosity, and connect consumers to communities.
Our diverse team develops unique, collaborative, creative-driven solutions for
destinations to open minds, remove biases, help strengthen communities,
and lead to a vision of a better future.

